
Life on a small village in Tuganbai 



The village Tuganbai was discovered in 
1929.The village it is sours  of culture 

and humans life .



One of  the most 
important monuments  of 
architecture is Tuganbai . 
It is situated in Centre of 
our village. The beautiful 
building of the mosque 

attracts people  its 
beautiful  ornaments  in  

minaret     



 

In this year we have
So many surprises first of  all I
can say with that we celebrate
the opening of new restaurant
and  cafe for celebrate
Different holidays



Silk  way railroad it’s our silk road. 
In the past, the silk road was an 
important trade rout as like as 
today this tour travels  west along 
the silk road from Zhetigen…



We have factory which                                        
Called  Amiran factory ensuring 
With dairy products  Amiran  imported 
Canadian dairy farm is the breeding of dairy 
cows and dairy farms that supply other milks 
a variety of kefir dairy farm gradually start 
production of the farm and it has become 
increasingly popular in a variety of smart 
phones.
 



The  water lives valuable fish in the 
Tyganbai 
 



Slimmer  this  monument  to  the heroes of 
World War II and that we remember their 
heroes . They fought for their country and 
gave their  lives in order that we would live 
in peace and freedom we want people to 

remember about heroes and proud of them 



• . 

She clinic where a lot of great assistance to our village lands. 
There are a lot of young professionals in the clinic. clinic was 
founded in 2007. hospital inside a very large, clean, dentist, 
where he works as a therapist ambulance staff.



we have a department where we have 
a bunch of different services from 
which we make a payment of water 
using light other things. and letters 
from distant lands from which we can 
read a variety of newspapers and 
magazines of interest
 



What would I wish for the young people of my motherland.
Develop in yourself restraint and patience. Never funk the hard jobs in science. 

Study, compare, accumulate facts…
But when studying , experimenting, and observing, do your best to get beneath the 

laws governing them.    



At first why I chose this theme? I chose it because 
I want to develop my village . Pupil's knowledge 
and I want to open new observation factories and 
find new medicals for domestic animals to 
improve their health and increase dairy products



Thank you for your 
attention!!!


